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Nano… 
atoms, imagination 
and technology.
Manufactured products are made of atoms. The

properties of those products depend on how those

atoms are arranged. If we rearrange the atoms in coal

we can make diamond. If we rearrange the atoms in

sand we can make computer chips.

Nanotechnology, according to Professor E. Drexler.  

At Artopex, we rearranged a few atoms... and

created Nano, a new panel system.



Nano can be explained in a few words: thinner,
lighter, and so efficient. Inspired by the
compatibility, modularity and connectivity of
the atom's world, Nano solves a real need with
a simple idea... rearranged atoms. Voila!
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The Nano panel features tackboard sections.



Divider panel, privacy screen, or full-height

assembly without the modular constraints of

other systems, choice of materials and finishes

(fabric, laminate, acrylic), choice of colors and

functions (markerboard, tackboard, accessory

rail) Nano opens up new horizons.

Off-module supports and connections for unrivalled
flexibility. Define your needs as you see them, the
product adapts easily to your plan.



Space, light, color... compatibility with Uni-T

system panels and work surfaces, so you can

pick and choose the best solutions... acrylic

dividers, flat monitor supports, metal storage...

complete, remodel or create new workstations,

Nano is all the solution you need.
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File cabinets, pedestals and
other Artopex components
are fully compatible in terms
of size and finishes

The translucent screen defines, lights
and embellishes the private work space
without making you feel isolated

Examples of how the Nano panel can be
used to complete a workstation designed
using the Uni-T system with electric and
media capabilities.



Nano, a wise alternative to lower costs and save

space. Fully compatible with the Take Off and

Uni-T systems, Nano is the ideal complement

for creating personal space, using light and

functional privacy screens.
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The Nano panel can be used with all Artopex systems
and furniture, thanks to an adapted hanging system.



Nano screens can be installed in a straight line, at right angles, at 120°, etc. A wall fastener is also
available

Floor-mounted panels that double as work

surface supports, privacy screens mounted on

freestanding units, divider panels to delineate a

workstation... Nano adapts to every task thanks

to the Artopex concept of integration. And, from

classic to bold, what a choice of colors! Nano

truly is a universal tool.
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Nano adds color and intimacy to
the traditional workstation.



Conventional or multiple workstations,

freestanding layout, or simple assembly of

divisions, 120° geometry, varying heights,

multiple accessories... the Nano system

meets every challenge.

Easy... easy to specify,
easy to install, easy to
use, easy to modify!



Available in three depths, the
shelf is secured by an ingenious
hanging system.
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Nano is also the choice of height combinations

and support solutions, including storage space,

to meet weight, maintenance, aesthetic and

budget requirements; with the added benefit of

total compatibility with other Artopex collections.

Nano freestanding panel, matching pedestal, laminate full panel or metal legs, there is an option for every function.
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The variety of Artopex metal storage units, and the ability to
match colors and sizes with other product lines, allows for
the most functional pairings.

Privacy screen option
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Telephone : (450) 378-0189
1 800 363-3040

Fax : (450) 378-9712
artopex.com

Head Office
800 Vadnais Street
Granby, Quebec  J2J 1A7
CANADA


